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In section 5a we presented a case study of an AR on March 29, 2010. While τd is missing on this14

date in some areas of the domain due to sun glint and cloud cover, the data coverage is overall very15

good compared to other events in the climatology. In Figure, S1 we show ten randomly selected16

AR days with dust scores in the 80th percentile. The domain used in calculation of dust score is17

shown by a red box. Contours of IVT are shown in blue. τd in shown in orange color fill, and18

missing data is shown in grey. The date of each AR day and the dust score (DS) are shown in the19

bottom of each panel.20

In section 5b, in order to test whether the enhancement of τd in the warm sector of the AR-21

associated EC-centric composites was due to cloud contamination, we calculated the same com-22

posites but replaced τd with a missing values at locations/times where MODIS Terra L3 cloud23

fraction was greater than 0.6 (Fig 2). While τd is lower in the composite overall and the sample24

size of pixels used in the composite is reduced, the spatial pattern in τd remains the same.25

Another method that was considered for the calculation of a dust score was to calculate the26

average τd in the domain, only over ocean, for each AR day irrespective of AR size or location.27

For convenience, we call this the ’box dust score’. This method was considered as an alternative in28

order to enhance the number of τd pixels used in the calculation as τd requires clear-sky and ARs29

are associated with cloud cover. When this method was used to calculate a dust score, the results30

for the seasonal cycle of dusty ARs were very similar to what was shown in Figure 12, with AR31

days with dust scores in the highest percentile group occurring primarily in the springtime (Fig 3).32

A time series of water-year mean box dust score is shown in Figure S4. The mean box dust33

score for 2001-1017 is 0.030 with a standard deviation of 0.003, which is much lower than that34

calculated using the AR feature. However, the maximum dust score (0.034) occurred in 2007. The35

minimum dust score (0.026) occurred in 2015.36
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FIG. 1. 18:00 UTC IVT (line contours), τd over land (filled orange contours), and PRISM daily precipitation

(filled blue contours) for 10 AR days randomly selected from all AR days with dust scores greater than the 80th

percentile dust score. Dates and dust scores for each AR day are shown in the bottom of the each panel. IVT

contours (blue lines) are shown in 50 kg m−1 s−1 increments between 250 and 600 kg m−1 s−1 with lighter blue

colors indicating weaker IVT.
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FIG. 2. a) Extratropical cyclone-centric composite of τd using cool season (Nov-Mar) EC center locations

from 2000/2001 to 2009/2010, for ECs that were found to be associated with an AR in Zhang et al. (2019) and

which had mean τd within 15 degrees of EC center in the 90th percentile. τd in locations where MODIS Terra

cloud fraction was greater than 0.6 were replaced with missing values prior to the composite. b) The number of

pixels (N), or non-missing values, for each grid cell used in the mean when calculating a). In both panel a and

b, black solid line contours show AR probability (%), while dashed line contours show sea level pressure (SLP;

hPa).
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FIG. 3. Same as Figure 12 but for AR days grouped by ’box dust score’
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FIG. 4. Water-year mean box dust score for 2001 to 2018.
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